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The Small Entrance and the Troparia 
While the Hymn honoring the Resurrection or Apolytikion is sung, the priest, carrying the holy 
Gospel Book, comes in procession before the Beautiful Gate of the Iconostasis offering in a low 
voice the following prayer. 

O Master, Lord our God, Who hast appointed in heaven orders and hosts of Angels (cf. 
Hebrews 12:22) and Archangels for the service of Thy glory: Grant that with our entrance 
there may be an entrance of holy Angels (Matthew 25:31), serving with us and glorifying 
Thy goodness. For unto Thee are due all glory (cf. Psalm 96:8), honor, and worship, to the 
Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit (Matthew 28:29), now and ever and unto ages 
of ages. Amen(Ephesians 3:21). 

The priest blesses the entrance saying in a low voice: 
Blessed is the entrance of Thy saints, always, now and ever and unto ages of ages. Amen. 
(1 Timothy 1:17). 

He then raises the holy Gospel Book above his head and says: 
PRIEST: Wisdom. Stand upright! 
PEOPLE: O come, let us worship and fall down (Psalm 95:6) before Christ. Save us O Son of 
God (1 John 5:5), [Who art risen from the dead – Who art wonderful in Thy saints]*. Save 
us who sing unto Thee: Alleluia (Psalm 150:6). 

*Feasts of the Lord have their own special Entrance Hymns. 
The priest enters the sanctuary. The Apolytikion is repeated and the Hymn honoring the saint of 
the parish – or Troparion in Greek – and the Kontakion of the day – usually a hymn honoring the 
Theotokos – are sung. 

Commentary – The Small or Little Entrance 
Father Alexander Schmemann (1921-1983) wrote: 

“We meet the expression ‘Little Entrance’ (as distinct from the Great Entrance at the beginning 
of the Liturgy of the faithful) for the first time in manuscripts of the 14th century. 
“This was the time of the final and definitive consolidation of the Eucharistic ordo into its 
contemporary state. 
“We know that for a long time this entrance was the beginning of the Liturgy, its first rite. 
“In contemporary practice, this entrance is above all the entrance with the Gospels; i.e. the 
solemn carrying of the Gospel book out from and then back into the altar through the royal 
doors. 
“In several manuscripts it is even called ‘the entrance with the Gospels.’ In essence the entrance 
consists in drawing near to the altar, which was from the beginning the focus of the temple, its 
holy place. 
“And therefore the entrance, the drawing near to the altar, is always an ascent. In it the Church 
ascends to the place where her genuine life is hidden with Christ in God, as St. Paul writes in 
Colossians 3:3. 
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“She ascends to heaven where the Eucharist is celebrated. 
“The Eucharist is always a going out from ‘this world’ and an ascent to heaven. 
“All our worship services therefore, are an ascent to the altar and a return back to ‘this world’ 
for witness to – what no eye has seen nor ear heard, nor the heart of man conceived, what God 
has prepared for those who love Him (1 Corinthians 2:9).” 

Troparia 
The word “Tropárion” simply means “hymn;” specifically a short, single-stanza hymn in 
rhythmic prose. 
The Tropária we are most familiar with are: 

Apolytíkion(a) 
Kontákion(a) 
Theotokíon(a) 

Orthodox Divine Services are chanted or intoned, never “read” nor “sung.” 
Chanting or intoning removes any personal interpretation or emphasis. 
Chanting or intoning delivers the services from the Tradition of the Church. 

Orthodox Divine Services are participatory, never “attended.” 
“Vertical dialogue” between the celebrant and the faithful. 
“Horizontal antiphony” between the Choir(s) and the faithful. 

Troparia are chanted according to one of eight “tones” or “modes“ 
A tone or mode is a scale, a collection of pitches 
Western music uses two modes, major and minor 
Ancient Greek music used 13 or 15 modes 
Orthodox Byzantine chant uses eight modes; actually four modes: 

One through four 
Derivative one, two, and four 
Grave tone 

Orthodox Slavic chant derived from Byzantine chant, evolving in several stages. 
Following Pascha, the eight tones are applied, one week at a time: 

Each tone is chanted for one week, Saturday evening through Saturday morning 
The eight-week cycle is repeated throughout the year until the following Holy Week. 

YouTube 17-minute video: 

What is the Orthodox Hymnographic Tradition of the 8 Tones? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOESWKObV4w 
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Terminology of Hymnology & Hymnography 
The beginning is to call things by their right names. 

Before proceeding to other introductory topics it is necessary that a preliminary understanding of 
the basic hymnological terminology be attained, since this terminology will be continuously 
encountered. Parallel to the Scriptural 3 the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom (Prov. 
9,10) is the ancient proverb the beginning of wisdom is to call things by their right name. If we 
are to comprehend any subject, it is imperative that we know the key words well. Naturally, we 
will not extend ourselves to scholastic interpretations and analyses, with etymological references 
and linguistic notations, as would be necessary in a specialized study of hymnographic 
terminology. 

For the purpose of giving a practical overview, what follows is a list of the most common terms, 
in alphabetical order, used in hymnology and afterwards, the basic liturgical books of our Church. 
These books are referred to often, and in them the great majority of the ecclesiastical hymns are 
preserved. 

Akolouthia (liturgical service) 

Every ecclesiastical ritual, whether performed daily (i.e. Orthros, Vespers, Hours, etc.) or 
irregularly (i.e. water blessings, mysteries, special processions), is accompanied by hymns, 
prayers and readings, as dictated by the Typikon (see below). Today we also refer to the Phyllada 
as Akolouthia. This book contains the hymnography and Synaxarion for a particular Saint or feast 
not found in the other liturgical books or a service that has been composed by another 
hymnographer for some particular miracle, such as newly-revealed Saint or other events. 

Anabathmoi (plural) 

These are 75 small troparia, which are attributed by many to Saint Theodore the Studite. They 
are chanted antiphonally in the Sunday orthros, according to the mode of the week. Each 
Antiphon contains three Anabathmoi; each mode contains three antiphons, hence, nine 
Anabathmoi, except for mode IV plagal, with four Antiphons and twelve Anabathmoi. The 
contents of the Anabathmoi are compunctionate and theological (trinitarian). The Anabathmoi 
have a special relationship with the ancient Songs of Ascent in the Psalter (Psalms 119-133). Of 
great usefulness in the interpretation of the Anabathmoi is the Nea Klimax (New Ladder) written 
by Saint Nicodemos the Hagiorite, as well as the interpretation by Nikephoros Kallistos 
Xanthopoulos. 

Antiphons (read, sung) 

The name Antiphons usually denotes a) the groups of resurrectional Anabathmoi, which we just 
mentioned above, b) the groups of troparia in the orthros of Great Friday (15 Antiphons), and c) 
the short troparia which are chanted in the Divine Liturgy, “Through the intercessions of the 
Theotokos” and “Save us, O Son of God,” with or without verses. 

Apolytikion 
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This is the central troparion of the day (in honor of the Saint or feast). Its content relates in a 
condensed and laudatory fashion the honored person or theme of the feast. It is chanted at the end 
of the Vespers, after the “Lord, now lettest Thou Thy servant depart,” as well as in the Orthros, 
the Divine Liturgy and other daily services. It is often accompanied by a 

Theotokion, but on feasts of the Lord or of the Mother of God it is repeated three times, sometimes 
with the “Glory; Both now.” 

Aposticha (or apo stichou) 

These Troparia are always chanted at the end of the Vespers, and sometimes at the end of the 
Orthros. They are chanted with verses, except for the first in each set. 

Automelon (or protomelon) 

This is a troparion that contains the prototype metre and melody (in other words, both poetic and 
musical metre) for other troparia. The troparia that mimic the automela are called prosomoia. In 
the case of the kanon, the automelon is called heirmos. 

Doxastikon 

This troparion praises the persons of the Holy Trinity, the Mother of God, a Saint or Saints, or 
some feast. It is always preceded by the doxology, “Glory to the Father and to the Son and to the 
Holy Spirit.” 

Heirmos (from the verb heiro, which means to connect or attach) 

It is the prototype first strophe of the ode of a Kanon. It serves as the model upon which the rest 
of the troparia in the ode are composed as isosyllabic and homotonic. The heirmos uses the 
language of the corresponding biblical canticle. The heirmos plays the role of automelon for the 
remaining troparia of the ode, which could for this reason also be termed prosomoia (see citation). 

Exaposteilarion 

The troparion that is chanted towards the end of the Orthros, immediately before the Ainoi and 
their stichera. The name comes from the frequent use of the word exaposteilon (to send out) in 
the related hymns for the Great Fast: 3Send forth Thine eternal light, “Send forth Thy light,” “O 
Lord, the Giver of light, send down Thy light,” etc. 

Epilychnios (psalm or hymn) 

The epilychnios psalmos is the so-called Prooimiakos or Introductory Psalm (103) of David, 
“Bless the Lord, O my soul. O Lord my God, thou art very great,” which is read at the beginning 
of the Vespers. Epilychnios hymnos refers to Psalm 140, the “Lord, I have cried unto thee”; 
nevertheless, it is commonly used also to refer to the most ancient trinitarian hymn of the Vespers, 
read or chanted at the Entrance, “O gladsome Light”. This hymn is usually attributed to the martyr 
Athenogenes, though this attribution has not been firmly established. 

Evlogetaria 
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These are the troparia that follow the verse “Blessed art thou, O Lord, teach me thy statutes” 
(Psalm 118). The name comes from the first word of the verse in the Greek, evlogetos. The two 
most ancient sets of evlogetaria are known by the names a) anastasima, or resurrectional, chanted 
in the Sunday Orthros and referring to Christ’s Resurrection “The company of angels was 
amazed” and b) the nekrosima evlogetaria of the dead, chanted at funerals, memorials and the 
Saturdays of the dead “The choir of the saints has found the fountain of life.” Both conclude with 
the “Glory, Both now” (triadikon and theotokion) and the Alleluia. 

Heothina 

These were once called the heothina hymns or Doxology, “Glory to thee who hast shown forth 
the light.” Today the name is used to refer to a) the Orthros Gospel reading used on Sundays and 
those feasts days that call for a Gospel in the Orthros and b) the eleven Doxastika of the Sunday 
Ainoi or Praises at the end of the Orthros Service. The composition of these heothina doxastika 
is attributed to Leo VI. Their content is based on the eleven resurrection Heothina Gospel 
readings. An old Jerusalem codex preserves an earlier liturgical practice showing the heothinon 
Gospel being read immediately after the chanting of the Ainoi and followed straightway by the 
chanting of the heothinon doxastikon, which is a summary and poetic annotation of the 
corresponding Gospel reading. The reason for their common name is, then, self-evident. 

Theotokion troparion 

A hymn referring to the Theotokos, in its verses are usually interwoven dogmatic expressions 
related to the incarnation of Christ, His two natures, etc. The theotokia for weekdays and Fridays 
are called Stavrotheotokia (theotokia of the Cross) because, in addition to hymning the 
Theotokos, Christ’s Cross and crucifixion are also alluded to. 

Idiomelon 

This troparion is always a prototype, chanted according to its own melody and metre. It is not 
bound or related to any other troparion by having the same number of syllables (isosyllaby) or 
the same pattern of accentuation (homotony). Nevertheless, some of the more well-known and 
famous idiomela did play the role of automelon and, in this way, during the years of imitation 
and decline there are cases of doxastika which are in essence prosomoia! 

Kathisma 

The term is primarily used in the division of the Psalter, whose 150 Psalms are divided into twenty 
kathismata. Each kathisma is made up of relatively equal psalm texts which are read in the 
Church. The Christians listening to the psalms would sit down. In the Greek the word for sitting 
is kathomai. This is how we have the term Kathisma. In between the three kathismata of the 
Orthros certain troparia were chanted and, by extension, also came to be known as kathismata or 
kathismata troparia the hymns after the first, second and third stichologia. 

Kanon 

This is a system of troparia or strophes of nine units or odes, as referred to as canticles. Each ode 
is related to the corresponding biblical odes (at least its heirmos). Each ode contains at least two 
troparia chanted according to the preceding heirmos, which they completely follow according to 
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metre and tonic rhythm. Kanons seldom contain nine odes, however. A full kanon will normally 
contain eight odes, abandoning the second ode, which has a highly penitential character. The 
name Kanon is most likely from the fact that the heirmos is the rule or “canon” and prototype for 
the troparia that follow it. In this way the whole takes on the name of the part. According to any 
particular kanon’s content it can receive a variety of names, such as triadikos (Trinitarian), 
anastasimos (resurrectional), parakletikos (supplicatory), hiketirios (of petition), 
stravroanastasimos (referring to the Cross and the Resurrection), etc. (cf. Chapter 3). Kanons can 
be composed with 2, 3, 4, 8 or 9 odes. 

Katabasia or katabasion 

The heirmos is repeated at the end of each ode of the kanon. It is performed in a slower, more 
deliberate way, “with a common voice.” More commonly, however, after the Kanon or, at least, 
at the first odes and synaxarion of the day, and can be chanted as a unit, all together as Katabasiai 
with unique melodic grandeur. As it seems, within the liturgical usage of the Oecumenical 
Patriarchate of Constantinople only on the 21st of November (the feast of the Entrance of the 
Virgin into the Temple) do the chanters come down (katebasion = that which brings down) from 
their normal positions to stand in the middle of the Church to show their reverence, as was the 
common practice in more ancient times. 

Kekragarion 

This is the evening hymn Kyrie ekekraxa (“Lord, I have cried,” Psalm 140) which, according to 
liturgical practice, is chanted in all eight modes at the beginning of each Vespers. Today we also 
refer to the troparia (idiomela or prosomoia- stichera) that follow the Psalm as kekragaria. 

Koinonikon or Communion Hymn 

This is a short text (usually only one verse with an “Alleluia” at the end) that is chanted in a 
melismatic and compunctual manner by the Lambadarios toward the end of the Divine Liturgy, 
while the clergy are communing the Holy Sacrament in the altar and preparing it to be given to 
the faithful. On Sundays it is normally the verse “Praise the Lord from the heavens. Alleluia” 
(Psalm 148). Other early koinonika include Psalm 33, “O taste and see,” Psalm 32, “Rejoice in 
the Lord, O ye righteous” and Psalm 115, “I will lift up the cup of salvation.” 

Kontakion (Diminutive for the Greek word kontos, which means “short”) 

In the past this term was used to refer to a hymn form made up of one or more prooimia and 
followed by a set of oikoi (cf. Chapter 2). Today, however, the term is usually used to refer only 
to the prooimion (or proasma) of the ancient Kontakion. Today they are usually only read with 
the first oikos in the Orthros service, before the synaxarion (between the sixth and seventh odes). 

Makarismoi (Beatitudes) 

This term refers to the words of Christ from the Gospels blessing the poor in spirit, those who 
mourn, the meek, etc. (Matthew 5,3-11). They are usually chanted as a third antiphon in the 
Divine Liturgy, before the Small Entrance in the monasteries and seldom in the parishes today. 
By extension the same name is given to the troparia chanted with verses from the Beatitudes, 
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whose content is characterized by an attitude of compunction and repentance. The repentant thief 
on the Cross and his words “Remember me, O Lord” are often incorporated into the hymn texts. 

Martyrikon 

This is a troparion chanted in honor of a martyr or group of martyrs. 

Megalynaria 

Today we have two main types of megalynaria: a) those short hymns (one or at the most two 
verses long) that precede the troparia of the ninth ode of the kanon on great feast days, when the 
“More honorable than the Cherubim” is not used (e.g., “Magnify, o my soul, her who is greater 
in honor and more glorious than the hosts on high”) and b) the laudatory hymns chanted at the 
end of the Supplicatory Kanon (Paraklesis) after the ninth ode or during the reading of the 
Diptychs in the Divine Liturgy, just before the Axion estin. The Encomia at the Epitaphios on 
Great and Holy Friday (Holy Saturday Orthros) are also referred to as megalynaria in the ancient 
Typika. 

Oikos 

This word is used to refer to each strophe or troparion of the ancient Kontakion following the 
metre of the first oikos or heirmos. Today usually only the first oikos is used, which is said with 
the prooimion in the Orthros between the sixth and seventh odes, before the synaxarion. 
Composers of new services today write the kontakion and oikos as prosomoia, using the ancient 
heirmoi of the Kontakia as prototypes. 

Orthros 
The morning service of the daily office in the Orthodox Church that begins with the Hexapsalmos 
(Six Psalms) is known as the Orthros. It contains a variety of hymns and readings. Its basic shape 
can be found in the liturgical book known as the Horologion. 

Pasapnoaria or Ainoi 
This refers to idiomela or prosomoia troparia chanted toward the end of the Orthros before the 
Doxology and after the psalmic verse “Let everything that hath breath praise the Lord” (Psalm 
148), hence their name (the verse begins in the Greek, pasa pnoe). Each troparion, as a sticheron, 
is preceded by a verse, which can be specially chosen in the cases of martyrs, apostles, righteous, 
etc. 

Prokeimenon (from the Greek pro-keimenon, meaning before the reading) 

This is a short hymn, usually a psalmic verse or verse from a Biblical Canticle that is chanted 
before Scriptural readings. They are used in the Divine Liturgy before the Epistle and Gospel 
(rarely before the Gospel today) readings. In the Vespers the prokeimenon is used in place of the 
Old Testament prophecy readings, which today are only used for Great Feasts and during the 
Great Fast. When there is a Gospel reading in the Orthros it is also preceded by a prokeimenon. 
In some ancient Typika published by Dmitrievskj (I, 551 and 553) the troparia of the Small Hours 
are also called Prokeimena “O Lord, who at the third hour” (Third Hour), “O thou who on the 
sixth day and hour” (Sixth Hour), and “O thou who at the ninth hour” (Ninth Hour). 
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In the past there was a distinction between Prokeimena and Alleluiaria, which is all but forgotten 
today. Presented here is the distinction of the Great Prokeimena for the Great Feasts of the Master, 
“What God is as great” and “Arise, O God.” Older rubrics refer to the psalmic verses in the 
Orthros and Vespers of Great and Holy Week and the Great Fast, “Turn not away” and “My spirit 
seeks thee early” and the Great Alleluiaria. Hence, it seems that these Alleluiaria have taken on 
a kind of penitential and compunctual character. 

Prosomoion (from the Greek, “toward the same”) 

This is a troparion having the same number of syllables (isosyllaby) and the same pattern of 
accentuation (homotony) as a particular prototype automelon. In Byzantine chant the prosomoia 
are called prologoi. These troparia are always preceded by an indication of the prototype hymns 
they follow. 

Stichera 

These are troparia, either idiomela or prosomoia, chanted in the Vespers or Orthros. They are 
always accompanied by a psalmic verse, hence the term sticheron (from the Greek, “a verse”). 

Triadikon 

This refers to a hymn whose content is of a Trinitarian character and that supplicates, petitions, 
glorifies or in some way hymns the Holy Trinity. 

Triodion 

Firstly, this is a system of Kanon containing only three odes (just as a kanon can also be a Diodion 
for two odes or Tetraodion for four odes, and so on). It follows that the book containing services 
for the days when mostly three-ode kanons are chanted would take the same name. These days 
correspond to the pre-lenten, Lenten and paschal periods of the Church calendar. The Triodion is 
divided into two parts, a) the Katanyktikon or Compunctionate Triodion and b) the Triodion ton 
Rodon, which is today referred to as the Pentekostarion. It is the Compunctionate Triodion that 
is usually referred to as simply the Triodion today. 

Troparion 

This is a general term that refers to almost any hymn chanted with or without a psalmic verse, 
according to its own tropon (manner) or some other hymn. The apolytikion is often called the 
“troparion of the day” in the Typika. Even the stichera and strophes of the odes are referred to as 
troparia, because they are chanted according to the melody of the heirmoi according to Zonara, 
“Troparion because it is fashioned and followed by it [the heirmos] and the heirmos serves as its 
example and final cause” (Migne, PG 135,124). 

Hypakoe 

This troparion is said after the Evlogetaria and before the Antiphons of the Anabathmoi in the 
Sunday Orthros. In times past, however, the ephymnion (refrain) or epodos of some hymn which 
was repeated by the people or clergy or chanters. This is clearly shown in the Symposium of the 
Ten Virgins by Methodios Pataron of Olympus, where we find the refrain “I search thee holding 
illumined lamps, O Bridegroom; I meet thee,” which is repeated at the end of each of the 24 
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strophes of the hymn written with alphabetical acrostics. Hypakoe hymns exist for the great feasts 
also. 

Cheroubikon or Cherubic Hymn 

This hymn is chanted in the Divine Liturgy during the Great Entrance and begins with the words 
Hoi ta cheroubim mystikos (Mystically representing the Cherubim). Three times a year alternate 
cheroubika are used: on Great and Holy Thursday, Of thy mystical supper, on Great and Holy 
Saturday and at the Liturgy of St. Iakovos the Brother of the Lord, Let all mortal flesh keep silent, 
and at the Liturgy of the Presanctified Gifts, Now the powers of heaven. 

Odes and Canticles 

As has already been mentioned, these names refer to Biblical texts often used in worship. Eight 
are from the Old Testament and one, the ninth, from the New Testament. According to ancient 
rubrics the verses of the odes are followed by the troparia of the kanons. By extension, these 
troparia of the kanons also came to be referred to as odes. These troparia are also divided into 
nine sections and their entirety is called a kanon (cf. below for more, Chapter 3). 
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The Compilation of a Church Service 
On a Given Day. 

Each church service consists of a combination of the “unchanging” parts of the service, which 
are inherent in it daily, with the “changing” parts of the service, the contents of which depend 
on what day of the week it is and what date of what month of the year. The unchanging parts of 
the service, which, as it were, constitute its framework, are taken from the Service Book by the 
clergy, and from the Horologion by the readers and singers. If it is a Sunday or a normal weekday, 
then to these unchanging prayers are added changing ones from the Ochtoechos, Menaion, and 
Psalter, or from the Lenten Triodion or the Festal Menaion, with additions from the Menaion or 
without the Menaion. On days of great and mid-ranking immovable feasts the changing parts of 
the service are taken only from the Menaion, while on the days of movable feasts, only from the 
Lenten Triodion or the FestalMenaion. The rule for combining the unchanging portions with the 
changing, and precisely what to select, are indicated for the most part “in place” in the liturgical 
books themselves. Everything is indicated and explained in detail in the Typicon. Several 
explanatory chapters of the Typicon which contain such directions, called Markovy Chapters, 
are likewise printed in the Menaions and the Triodion “in place,” or collected together at the end. 
Before every service it is essential to prepare all the necessary books ahead of time and, having 
opened them, to look over the whole order beforehand, following the directions given in the 
books. 

The text of liturgical books is usually printed in black type, while all directions and explanations 
are printed in red type (known as “kinovar”). 

The Titles of the Unchanging Prayers 

The unchanging prayers, which are read and sung daily at every service, are the following: 

1) The Opening Prayers. Thus termed are the prayers with which all of our church services 
usually begin, and which therefore likewise bear the title of “the usual beginning.” Every 
service begins with the summons by the priest or bishop to give praise to God. Such 
summonses, or exclamations, are three in number: 

“Blessed is our God, always, now and ever, and unto the ages of ages” (before the beginning 
of most services), 

“Glory to the Holy, and consubstantial, and life-creating, and indivisible Trinity, always, 
now and ever, and unto the ages of ages” (before the beginning of the All-night Vigil), and 

“Blessed is the kingdom of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, now and ever, 
and unto the ages of ages” (before the beginning of the Liturgy). 

After the exclamation the reader or the choir, on behalf of all present, by the word “Amen,” 
meaning “truly,” expresses concurrence with this praise, and immediately commences to 
praise God: “Glory to Thee, our God, glory to Thee.” Then, preparing himself and those 
praying for worthy prayer, the reader, or sometimes the choir, addresses the prayer “O 
Heavenly King” to the Holy Spirit, Who alone can bestow upon us the gift of true prayer 
(Rom. 8:26), in order that He might dwell in us, cleanse us of all impurity, and save us. Then 
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the reader addresses the three Persons of the Most Holy Trinity with a prayer for cleansing, 
reading: “Holy God, Holy Mighty, Holy Immortal, have mercy on us” thrice; “Glory to 
the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit…,” “O Most Holy Trinity, have mercy 
on us…,” “Lord, have mercy” thrice; “Glory… both now…” again, and then finally reading 
the Lord’s prayer, “Our Father…,” as a sign that this is the greatest model for all prayers. 
After this prayer the priest makes the exclamation: “For Thine is the kingdom, and the 
power, and the glory, of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, now and ever, 
and unto the ages of ages.” The reader affirms, “Amen,” and reads “Lord have mercy” 
twelve times, “Glory: both now…,” and “O come, let us worship…” thrice, after which the 
psalm with which the given service begins is usually read. From time to time, and especially 
often during Great Lent, these prayers of the usual beginning are again repeated in the middle 
of the service, so as to again turn the attention of those praying to these most ancient prayers 
for the cleansing of our souls. In several instances the reading of these prayers begins directly 
with “Holy God,” while if the given service is combined into one with the one preceding it, 
only “O come, let us worship” is read. 

2) The Litanies, or Ektenias. These are lengthy intercessions which the deacon pronounces 
on the ambon (“ekténia” comes either from the Greek ekteíno - “I sustain,” or from ektenón - 
“fervent”). This intercession is divided into several sections, each of which is concluded with 
the words, “Lord, have mercy,” or, “Grant this, O Lord.” In these litanies all possible good 
things essential for spiritual and bodily life are requested for those praying. There exist five 
forms of litany: 

The Great Litany, 

The Augmented Litany, 

The Litany Of Intercession, 

The Small Litany, And 

The Litany For The Departed. 

3) Exclamations. During the time that the deacon on the ambon pronounces the litany aloud, 
the priest in the altar inwardly reads a private prayer, the end of which he pronounces aloud, 
timed so that he pronounces these words immediately after the deacon finishes the litany. The 
ends of these prayers, pronounced aloud by the priest, are called exclamations. In them are 
usually expressed the basis of why we, praying to the Lord, may hope for the fulfillment of our 
prayers, and why we have the boldness to turn to God with petitions. Several exclamations 
simply serve to complete the litany, not being preceded by any private prayer. For the most 
part they begin with the word “for,” i.e., “because,” or “since.” 

4) Every church service finishes with special hymns, after which the priest or bishop 
pronounces the words of benediction for the departure from the temple, which bear the title of 
“dismissal.” The order of the complete dismissal is thus: the deacon or, in his absence, the 
priest himself, says: “Wisdom,” that is to say, let us be attentive to the most wise meaning of 
the words to be pronounced. Then the priest, addressing himself to the Mother of God, 
exclaims: “O Most Holy Theotokos, save us.” The choir sings, glorifying the Mother of God, 
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“More honorable than the Cherubim and beyond compare more glorious than the 
Seraphim…” Giving thanks to the Lord for the service that has been accomplished, the priest 
further exclaims: “Glory to Thee, O Christ God, our Hope, glory to Thee,” at which the 
choir sings: “Glory…,” “both now…,” “Lord, have mercy” thrice, and then “Father, 
bless.” Following this, the priest or the bishop, turning to face the people from the ambon, 
says: “May Christ our true God…,” and goes on to enumerate the saints whom we have 
addressed during the past service, that is, the Mother of God, the saint of the day, the saint of 
the temple, and the Ancestors of God Joachim and Anna, and completes the dismissal by saying 
that, by the prayers of these saints, the Lord will “have mercy on us and save us, for He is 
good and the Lover of mankind.” The giving of the dismissal is the sign that the service has 
finished, and that the faithful may leave the temple. 

The Titles of the Changing Prayers. 

Depending on this or that feast or day of commemoration of a saint, at the service certain excerpts 
from the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments are read. These readings bear the names 
of the books from which they were taken. Additionally, for any given feast or saint being glorified 
certain hymns are sung, which bear the following titles: 

1) Troparion (troparion, from the Greek “trópos” — a moral or model — or from tropaia” — 
a trophy or sign of victory — or from “trépo” — “I address”). This is a hymn which, in short 
but expressive terms, depicts the occasion of a feast or the life of a saint. For example: “Thy 
Nativity, O Christ our God…” or “The truth of things revealed thee to thy flock as a rule 
of faith…” 

2) Kontakion (from the Greek word “kontakion;” or the diminutive form of kontax — “spear” 
—; but most likely derived from “kóntos,” the rod upon which a scroll of parchment is wound, 
or from “kontakia,” furls of parchment inscribed on both sides). This is a short hymn which, 
like the troparion, portrays the essence of the event being celebrated or the character traits of 
the saint being glorified. The difference between the troparion and the kontakion lies mainly 
in the place which they occupy in the service. Troparia are sung at the end of Vespers and at 
the beginning and the end of Matins, while the kontakion is always in the middle of Matins, 
immediately after the sixth ode of the canon. In addition, the troparion principally portrays the 
external side of the occasion of the feast, while the kontakion marks its inner essence and 
significance. Some of the better-known kontakia: “Today the Virgin gives birth to Him Who 
is transcendent in essence…” and “To Thee the Champion Leader…” 

3) Megalynarion. This is a hymn containing the glorification of a feast or saint, which is sung 
at the All-night Vigil or festal Matins, first by the clergy in the center of the temple before the 
icon of the feast or saint, then several times by the singers on both klíros (choirs). 

4) Sticheron (from the Greek “sticherá” — “many verses”). This is a hymn consisting of many 
verses written in the same meter of versification (in the Greek, since in the Slavonic translation 
the meter was, of course, lost), most of which are preceded by verses from the Holy Scriptures, 
mainly from the psalms. Each sticheron contains one and the same main thought, which is 
unfolded in diverse ways, very artistically and poetically, in living images and comparisons. 
Many sticherá are sung at every divine service, but they have various titles. If sticherá are sung 
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following the verses of the psalm, “Lord, I have Cried,” they are called the “sticherá of Lord 
I have cried;” if sticherá are sung after the verses of the psalm, “Let Every Breath Praise 
the Lord,” they are called the “sticherá of the praises.” At the end of Vespers and of weekday 
matins there are also sticherá which are called the “sticherá of the aposticha.” In addition 
there are also the sticherá of the Litia, which are sung at the exit of the clergy into the vestibule 
for the Litiá. 

5) Theotokíon (theotokíon). This is a hymn consecrated to the honor of the Mother of God. 
Thus called is the final sticheron of each of the aforementioned groups of sticherá, which is 
always sung following “Glory, both now,” and contains a glorification of the Mother of God. 
However, on days of great feasts the sticheron of the feast is sung at “Glory, both now” instead 
of the Theotokíon. A Theotokíon that contains within itself — simultaneously with the 
glorification of the Mother of God — an exposition of the dogma of the incarnation of the Son 
of God from Her, or that speaks concerning the union in Jesus Christ of two natures — the 
Divine and the human, uncommingling and indivisible —, or that tells of something else 
concerning the God-manhood of Christ, is called a Dogmaticon — in Greek, dogmatikon - and 
means “enactment,” “teaching,” “dogma.” Such a title is usually applied to the Theotokíon 
which concludes the sticherá at “Lord, I have Cried” at Small and Great Resurrectional 
Vespers, served on Saturday evening. Ven. John of Damascus is considered the author of the 
“Dogmatica.” There are eight of these in all, according to the number of the eight tones. 

The number of sticherá may be, depending on the level of solemnity of the feast, ten, eight, 
six, or four. This is shown in liturgical books by the specific expression, “ten sticherá,” “eight 
sticherá,” and so on. The indication of these numbers has an important practical purpose for 
the correct formation of the service, in that it determines the number of psalm verses which 
must be sung with the sticherá, preceding each sticheron. First the verse of the psalm which 
corresponds in number is sung, then, after it, the sticheron itself. If there should not be enough 
sticherá they may each be repeated twice or even three times, as is often directly indicated in 
liturgical books after the sticherá by the word “twice” or “thrice.” 

6) Akathist (in Greek, akáthistos - “nesedálion” — a service during which sitting is not 
permitted). This is especial laudatory singing in honor of the Lord, the Mother of God, or a 
saint, consisting of twelve kontakia and twelve ikosi. In the liturgical ustav the reading of the 
Akathist of the Mother of God is called for on the fifth Sunday of Great Lent at Matins of “the 
Laudation of the Most Holy Theotokos.” (The author of this akathist is considered to be Sergei, 
Patriarch of Constantinople (610 — 638), but some point to George of Pisidia as the author, 
while others suggest that it was compiled by Patriarch Photius.) In present times akathists are 
used for home and cell rules, and are also read by clergy preparing for the performance of the 
services. 

7) Ikos. This comes from the Greek oíkos, which means house, building, compartment, or 
repository. It is historically believed that kontakia are of Syrian origin, and in Syrian “deth,” 
or “house,” can also mean “verse,” just as in Italian “stanza” means both “verse” and “room.” 
The ikos usually comes after the sixth ode of the canon at Matins directly following the 
kontakion, and presents a more thorough development of the idea expressed in the kontakion, 
always culminating in the same words as the latter. 
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8) Sedalion (káthisma). As its very name indicates, the hymn thus termed is that during which 
those praying are permitted to sit. This is because immediately following the singing of the 
sedalion the Ustav calls for the reading of the instructive works of the Holy Fathers, which are 
listened to while sitting. Sedalia occur at Matins, one after every kathisma; i.e., two or three 
sedalia in all, since at Matins two or three kathismata are usually read. They likewise appear 
after the third ode of the canon. 

9) Hypakoi (from the Greek ypakoueín, which means to answer, to echo). This is a hymn that 
in antiquity was sung by the people, echoing the reader or chanter. It may also come from 
another Greek word, ypakoí, which means obedience or attentiveness, since before the reading 
of the Gospel, which recounts the Resurrection of Christ, particular attentiveness to themselves 
was required of the faithful. In present times this is a purely conventional title, which merely 
indicates the place of this hymn in the divine service. It is usually located at Sunday Matins 
after the resurrectional troparia — “The Assembly of the Angels” — and the small litany 
following these troparia. This same hypakoi is also appointed at the Sunday Midnight Office. 

10) Antiphons (from the Greek words anti and foní - “voice” — “counter-singing,” or singing 
by turns on two klírosi (choirs)). Such are the “Antiphons of Matins,” which are sung at 
Sunday Matins before the reading of the Gospel. Antiphons of different content are sung at the 
beginning of the Liturgy on weekdays and on feasts of the Lord. 

11) Prokeimenon (from prokeímenos kanna - “lying in advance”). This is a verse which is 
pronounced by the reader and repeated by the choirs before the reading of lessons, the Apostle, 
and the Gospel. The prokeimenon serves as a kind of preface to the reading of Holy Scripture, 
and expresses the essence of the commemorated event or a characteristic of the saint being 
glorified. 

12) Canon (in Greek, kanón, possibly related to kánna - a staff, specifically a straight stick, 
used for measuring). For church writers this means the “rule” according to the model or plan 
of which the canons are compiled. The canon consists of a series of sacred hymns in honor of 
a feast or saint, which comprise the central part of every Matins. Thus, the canon is a type of 
church hymn having a most strictly consistent defined literary form. The canon consists of nine 
parts, called “odes.” Each ode consists of what are called irmosi and troparia. The irmosi are 
sung, while the troparia are currently usually read. The irmos (in Greek, eímos - “connection”) 
serves to connect the troparia. Every canon has its own definite subject, a single definite theme, 
which is developed in all of the odes. For example, in one canon the Resurrection of Christ is 
glorified: this canon is called resurrectional. In another the Resurrection of Christ together 
with the cross of Christ is glorified; hence this canon is called cruciresurrectional. In a third 
the Most Holy Theotokos is glorified, and it is hence called Theotokían. Before every 
troparion of the canon a particular refrain, corresponding to the main subject, is said: “Glory 
to Thy holy Resurrection, O Lord,” or, “O Most Holy Theotokos, save us.” If the canon is, for 
example, to Hierarch Nicholas, then “O Hierarch Father Nicholas, pray to God for us,” and so 
forth. The number of troparia varies, for which reason we speak of a canon of ten, of eight, of 
six, or of four. 
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As a pattern for the canon we have the nine songs of the Holy Scriptures, which are printed in 
the Ordered Psalter and the Irmologion, as well as in the usual small Psalter. These songs, or 
“odes” — in Greek, odaí -, have from great antiquity been used in worship. The model for the 
first ode is the song of Moses at the crossing of the Israelites through the Red Sea (Ex. 15:1-
19), as a result of which in all canons this event, in one variation or another, is always called 
to mind. The second ode or song of Moses (Deut. 32:1-43) is used during Great Lent. The third 
ode is the song of the holy prophetess Anna (1 Kings 2:1-10). The fourth is that of the prophet 
Avvakum (Habbakuk) (3:1-19). The fifth ode is that of the prophet Isaiah (26:9-19). The sixth 
ode is that of the prophet Jonah (2:3-10). For both the seventh ode (Dan. 3:26-56) and the 
eighth (Dan. 3:67-88) the song of the three youths in the Babylonian furnace serves as a model, 
and in the irmosi of the seventh and eighth odes, in one way or another, these youths are always 
remembered, or words from their song incorporated. Between the eighth and ninth odes for 
nearly the entire year (with the exception of the twelve great feasts) the Song of the Most Holy 
Theotokos — “More Honorable” (Luke 1:46-55) — is sung: this contains a glorification of the 
Mother of God. The ninth ode is the song of the holy prophet Zechariah, the father of the holy 
prophet John the Forerunner; it is cited by the Holy Evangelist Luke (1:68-79). By Ustav the 
troparia of the canon must be combined with the reading of the verses of these odes; an order 
for this combination is given for weekdays, feasts, and Great Lent. However, in present times 
this kind of combination has nearly been abandoned and is used only in churches that observe 
the Ustav in the strictest fashion, and then only during Great Lent. The above-mentioned 
refrains for the troparia (which are now used) replaced the Old Testament verses of theses odes. 

Following the reading of all the troparia of each ode, the irmos of each ode (though, during the 
year, for the most part the irmos of the other, i.e., the second or last, canon) is sung by both 
choirs, descended from the klírosi and united together in the center of the temple: this mutual 
singing of the final irmosi is called the “katavasia” (from the Greek katabaíno - “to descend, 
to come together”), katabasia, i.e., “the uniting,” at which the two choirs unite in the center of 
the temple where they sing the “closing,” or conclusive, irmos. Which katavasia are sung 
during what periods of the year is stated in detail in the Typicon. For the greater part of the 
year the irmosi of the Theotokían canon, “I shall open my mouth,” serve as the katavasia. 
The Slavonic and other translations of the canons, unfortunately, do not convey an 
understanding of the exquisite artistic beauty of the canons, which in their breadth of material 
and artistry of composition could be called spiritual poems. Sometimes there occur incomplete 
canons: these consist of two, three, or four odes, and hence are called diodes, triodes, and 
quatrodes. These are found in especially great numbers in the Lenten Triodion and the Festal 
Menaion. 

Liturgicists believe that the canon, this new form of church poetry, was founded by the hierarch 
Andrew of Crete (650 — 726), the compiler of the “Great Canon” which is read on Thursday 
of the fifth week of Great Lent. There is no information concerning the liturgical canons 
predating the seventh century. The description of the Sinai Matins of that century may be 
considered the earliest testimony. In it “troparia” are mentioned, sung with the eighth biblical 
ode. Prof. M. N. Skaballanovich conjectures that the original form of the canon was a uniode, 
and that later this gradually grew into a diode through the joining of the ninth ode to the eighth. 
From here troparia began also to be united to the usual ode of the day, and thus appeared the 
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triode. Thus, all of this developed into an entire canon. This new type of church poetry was 
often quick to find imitators. After Ven. Andrew of Crete in this field began to labor the 
venerable John of Damascus, Cosmas of Maium, Stephan the Sabbaite, Theodore the Studite, 
Joseph the Hymnographer, and many others (see Prof. Archim. Kyprian’s “Liturgics”). 

13) Exapostilarion, or Photagogicon. Thus termed is the hymn which follows immediately 
after the canon and the small litany which follows the ninth ode thereof. Photagogica are so 
called because in them mention is usually made of the illumination of the soul from on high 
through heavenly grace. Photagogica occur, not in resurrectional, but in simple services. The 
term “exapostilarion” — in Greek, exaposteilarion, from exapostéllo, “I send out” — may be 
derived from the fact that in resurrectional exapostilaria mention is made of the sending down 
of the Holy Spirit upon the Holy Apostles and of their embassy of the preaching of the Gospel; 
or because for the singing of the exapostilaria a chanter (the canonarch, or “psalt”) was “sent 
out” to the center of the temple, as is done even now in monasteries. For instance, during Holy 
Week the canonarch sings “I see Thy bridal chamber…” or “The good thief…” Exapostilaria 
are sung at Sunday Matins on feasts of the Lord. 

14) Communion hymn, or koinonikon (koinonikón). This is a verse which is sung at the 
Liturgy during the communion of the clergy in the altar. 

 
From Liturgics by Archbishop Averky (+ 1976) Edited by Archbishop Laurus 2000 
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History and Development of Orthodox Liturgical Chant 
Services in the Orthodox Church are unique in modern times, with everything chanted, or sung, from 
the beginning to the end by the clergy, the choir(s), and the faithful present. 

Certainly music provides an element of beauty to the divine services, and on many occasions a 
service can be memorable for the magnificence of the sacred melodies. 

It is not the music, however, that is holy or even significant. Rather, the words are sacred and the 
music or melody is meant to fit the text. 

This very fact clearly exemplifies the Orthodox theological principle that we are called to change 
our will and increasingly conform ourselves to the sacred will of God. 

Orthodox Divine Services are chanted in their entirety by the clergy, the choir(s), and the 
congregation from the beginning to the end. This is unique in the contemporary era, even though it 
has been the tradition of the Christian Church from its very inception. 

It is significant that the melodies and music are not regarded as sacred, nor to be strictly followed. 
This is unfortunately a very common mistake made by choirs and choir directors in some parishes. It 
is also something that may puzzle those who encounter the Orthodox Liturgy for the first time. 

The music certainly adds beauty to the Orthodox Liturgy, and a magnificently-sung Liturgy 
antiphonally-sung can be a memorable occasion. At the same time, an earnest and pious but off-tune 
effort to chant the hymns of the day is often just as wonderfully inspiring and unforgettable. 

The words of the hymns are sacred, passed down faithfully and without change from generation to 
generation within the Orthodox Church. Much of Orthodox theology is communicated in the hymns, 
and thus the music must always fit the text, and never the other way around. 

This practice reflects our Theology, which teaches us that we must deny our own will while 
continuously striving to do God’s will and abide by the Scriptures and our Sacred Tradition. The 
Orthodox faith requires change, also called repentance, inviting us to grow spiritually in increasing 
conformance to the likeness of God. 

Antiquity 
Chant in the earliest, New Testament Christian services contained a simple refrain, or responsorial, 
sung by the congregation, a tradition that very naturally evolved from the musical practices of the 
Jewish synagogue, in which the cantor improvised charismatic song to intone the Psalms. 

This is, perhaps, the first premise of the Orthodox musical tradition: improvisation around a basic 
melody to faithfully yet freely communicate the message of the faith. 

This principle along with the subordination of music to text places Orthodox Christian chant at odds 
with Western musical tradition. It is far more in keeping with the ancient social function of music 
from antiquity through the Mesopotamian, Egyptian, Hebrew, Greek, and Roman civilizations. In 
these societies, music supported religious, military, communal or solitary labour as an adjunct to 
bodily movement (dance, march, game, or work) or to song. “Many centuries were to pass before 
pleasure in euphonious sound became an end in itself.” (See 
https://www.britannica.com/art/Western-music). 
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Byzantine Chant 
Byzantine chant is associated with the period of the Eastern Roman Empire, AD 330 to 1453 (see 
note below). It developed from the Jewish and Syrian traditions of the early-Christian Church, and 
continued to evolve through the sixteenth century. 

Although often associated with the spread of “Greek” Christianity in the east, it is is unrelated to that 
of ancient Greece (ca. 800-300 BC). In the 20th century attempts have been made to transcribe 
Byzantine melodies into Western notation, although distorts the sound and, way too often the 
theological accuracy of the hymns. 

Note: The Roman Empire (Latin: “Imperium Romanum,” Greek: «Βασιλεία τῶν Ῥωμαίων») was the 
post-Republican period of ancient Rome from 27 BC to AD 1453. The capitol was in Rome until AD 
330 when it was transferred to the city of Byzantium, renamed Constantinople. During the fourth and 
fifth centuries the organs of imperial government were also gradually moved east principally because 
of the existential threat to Rome from the depredations of Germanic tribes which led to the Dark 
Ages (AD 476 to 800). There never was a “Byzantine Empire” since the term was coined in 1557 by 
the German historian Hieronymus Wolf. 

Slavic or “Russian” Chant 
Russian liturgical chant is, broadly speaking, the musical tradition of the Russian and related Slavic 
(Ukrainian and Balkan) Orthodox Churches. It began with the Baptism of the Kievan Rus’ people to 
Orthodoxy in AD 988. 

At the end of the first millenium, Mount Athos was generally regarded as the liturgical and musical 
conservator of Orthodox Christianity. Monastics from throughout the Eastern Roman Empire and 
Eastern Europe traveled to the Athonite for musical training and to learn the ways of Orthodox chant. 

The Kievan Rus’ received both the Orthodox faith and Byzantine chant at their baptism. At first the 
chanting followed Byzantine melodies adapted to the accentual patterns of the Old Church Slavonic 
language. 

In the 14th century native Russian elements began to enter into church music and by the 16th century, 
Russian chant seems to lost its links with Byzantine prototypes. 

Znamenny. A unique Russian method of musical notation developed in the 15th century, and most 
technical terms were in Russian as the Greek terms began to disappear. By the end of the 15th century 
a distinct Rus’ian style, Znamenny, flourished and spread to the north (Novgorod principally) and 
southwest. 

Známenny Chant is unison, melismatic (one syllable has many notes) liturgical singing with its 
own specific “stolp” notation. The symbols used in the stolp notation are called kryuki (Russian: 
крюки, “hooks”) or znamena (Russian: знамёна, “signs”), from which the name is derived. 
Známenny melodies are part of an eight-tone (glas) system, just as in Byzantine chant. There are 
derivative types of Znamenny Chant, Stolpovoy, Malyj (Little) and Bolshoy (Great), as well as 
Muscovite (Znamenny Chant proper), and Ruthenian (Prostopínije). The latter is particularly 
relevant to parishes in the Orthodox Church in America (OCA) since may of the Eastern European 
immigrants that brought Orthodoxy to America originated in this region of the former Austro-
Hungarian Empire. 
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Známenny Chant 

Obikhod The Obikhod (Обиход церковного пения) is a collection of polyphonic Russian Orthodox 
liturgical chants forming a major tradition of Russian liturgical music. 

The original “Obikhod” is the book of rites from the Volokolamsk (near Moscow) monastery 
composed about 1575, which included traditional liturgical chants. Originally monodic, the Obikhod 
later developed polyphony. In 1772 the Obikhod was the first compilation of music printed in Russia 
at Moscow. The common version was extensively revised and standardized by composer Nikolai 
Rimsky-Korsakov; this version was published as the 1909 edition of the Obikhod, the last before the 
Russian Revolution. 

The Obikhod style, and the 1909 edition, was predominately used by the Russian Orthodox Church 
during the decades of Soviet Union rule in the 20th century, displacing both traditional Russian styles, 
such as the Ruthenian Prostopinije style, and also the chant traditions of Georgia, Armenia, and 
Carpatho-Russia. 

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky drew from the Obikhod style for his 1812 Overture, as did Nikolai Rimsky-
Korsakov in his Russian Easter Festival Overture. 

The pitch set used in Obikhod chants traditionally consists of four three-note groups. Each note 
within a group is separated by a whole tone, and each group is separated by a semitone. 

In the 16th century Rus’ian liturgical tradition began to evolve into northern (Moscow-dominated) 
and southwest (Kyivan) variants. In the north, Znamenny chant began to grow more elaborate, and 
the chant itself also became far more melismatic than before. Polyphony (simultaneously combining 
a number of parts, each forming an individual melody and harmonizing with each other) began to 
appear during this period in the form of heterophony (the independent variation on a single melody 
by two or more voices). As practiced in the Russian tradition multiple singers sang the base chant 
and freely improvised around it while remaining faithful to the core chant. 

Demestvénny. More elaborate compositions in the Známenny tradition, marked by complexity of 
rhythm and freedom of melodic structure, flourished in the 17th century especially for hymns sung 
at the most-solemn feast-day services. These were unique, being outside the traditional eight-tone 
system, and became regarded as musical works that could be performed in concert rather than in the 
Divine Services. 
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The term for this category of hymnography is misleading. Demestvénny meant “domestic” singing, 
in other words those hymns used for the private devotions of households and not for church services. 
Far from being folk songs, however, Demestvénny chant is not at all suited for domestic use since it 
requires trained singers and is applied to strictly liturgical texts that would not normally be sung 
outside of church services. 

A very beautiful performance of the Hymn to the Mother of God can be listened to at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-5gXUZo9H in the Demestvénny tradition sung by the Russian 
Patriarchate Choir. 

In the 17th century, Russian musicians began to emulate music of Western origin, at first through 
contacts with Ukrainian and Polish models. German influence became prominent in the 19th century, 
when various composers emulated the Protestant chorale in Russian church music. There are many 
well-known examples of church hymns orchestrated by Tchaikovsky (1840-1893), Rimsky-
Korsakov (1844-1908), and Rachmaninoff (1873-1943) to name several. 

A restoration of Russian chant began the early years of the 20th century and continues to reclaim 
traditional melodies and chanting styles. 

Kyivan Tradition. In the Southwestern region around Kyiv – generally and rather broadly what we 
think of today as Ukraine – the Orthodox Church was confronted and opposed by its Roman Catholic 
neighbors, a problem that continues to persist in the 21st century. To retain its Orthodox traditions, 
many schools teaching laymen to sing and read the Church hymns. These schools borrowed from 
Serbian, Bulgarian, and other Orthodox chant traditions to formed a distinctive Kyivan chant style. 

Eventually, during the Polish Renaissance (late 15th to late 16th century), the Kyivan Orthodox 
Church fully adopted the polyphonic style. They retained the Znamenny chant, eight tones (glasy), 
and scale, but adopted the descant (an independent treble melody usually sung or played above a 
basic melody) style of their Catholic counterparts. 
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Who Sang at the Ancient Divine Services and How? 
History of the Eight Ecclesiastical Modes 

 
The history of liturgical singing begins in the Heavenly world, where the angelic ranks sing praise 
to God. Their song originates from before the creation of the world and continues in eternity. The 
“earthly” history of liturgical singing can be conditionally divided into several periods. 

Let us look into the time during which the main system of liturgical singing known as the eight 
church modes was formed. 

Formative Periods of Liturgical Singing 
The music historian Vladimir Martynov in his research work titled History of Liturgical Singing 
identifies three main formative periods of church singing. 

The first one begins with the Fall of Man and goes on until the prophet Moses. During that time, 
liturgical singing existed in its initial form. Old Testament sacrifices may well have included 
certain musical elements, although Scripture makes no mention of this. At the same time, music 
was actively used in the pagan cults followed by the peoples neighboring the Jews. The religious 
manifestations of God’s chosen people began to receive musical accompaniment. Moses and the 
sons of Israel sang songs to the Lord (Ex. 14:32), (Ex. 15:20, 21). 

The second stage – from Moses to the Nativity of Christ – is a period of gradual development of 
the Old Testament worship and singing using musical instruments, previously serving to praise 
the pagan gods. 

King David was a great musician and singer. He systematized the liturgical singing and created 
a strict system. He also organized a series of choir services in the Tabernacle, assigning trained 
chanters to sing in them, and limiting the worship service to the singing of psalms composed by 
him. “David also commanded the chiefs of the Levites to appoint their kindred as singers to raise 
loud sounds of joy on musical instruments, on harps and lyres and cymbals.” (1 Chronicles 15:16). 
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This tradition continued under King Solomon. According to V. Martynov’s research, the singers 
and musicians of the Jerusalem Temple constituted a separate caste within the Levine tribe. The 
musical gift was passed down through the family line, that is, one could only become a singer by 
birth. 

The Incarnation of Lord Jesus Christ ushered in a third, New Testament period in which worship 
singing was separated from instrumental music, found its own system, and was likened to angelic 
singing. St. John Chrysostom in his Homily 23 on Ephesians says: “…Jesus the Son of the Father 
of mercies, the Son of the Very God, has brought every virtue, has brought down from Heaven all 
the fruits that are from thence, the songs of heaven has He brought. For the words which the 
Cherubim above say, these has He charged us to say also, Holy, Holy, Holy.” 

New Testament church singing was developed and refined over the course of several centuries, 
until it was finally embodied in the eight church modes. The history of the eight modes consists 
of two periods: the first – from the holy apostles to St. Constantine the Great – and the second – 
from the reign of St. Constantine to St. John of Damascus. 

The Period of the Holy Apostles and Persecution 

Early Christian services were still close to the Old Testament worship in the Jerusalem temple. 
Besides attending the Temple, the apostles and early Christians also held their own Christian 
meetings in their homes. These meetings were accompanied by singing. Some writers of the 1st 
century BC left us descriptions of such services. 
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Philo of Alexandria described in his book On the Contemplative Life the songs and hymns sung 
by the early Christians during their gatherings. Composing these chants and performing them was 
free and even improvisational in nature. According to Tertullian’s Apologeticum (Ch. 39), after 
washing their hands and lighting the lamps, everyone was invited to sing songs of praise to God, 
either taken from Scripture or composed by someone. 

The first Christian congregations were few in number and consisted mainly of simple uneducated 
people. For this reason, the hymns sung by the congregation at the services were straightforward 
and simple in form.  “After the supper they hold the sacred vigil which is conducted in the 
following way. They rise up all together and standing in the middle of the refectory form 
themselves first into two choirs, one of men and one of women, the leader and precentor chosen 
for each being the most honoured amongst them and also the most musical. Then they sing hymns 
to God composed of many measures and set to many melodies, sometimes chanting 
together,sometimes taking up the harmony antiphonally,hands and feet keeping time in 
accompaniment,and rapt with enthusiasm reproduce sometimes the lyrics of the procession, 
sometimes of the halt and of the wheeling and counter-wheeling of a choric dance.” (On the 
Contemplative Life). 

Early Christian services had neither trained singers nor strict rules, except the emerging tradition 
for beginners to learn from the more experienced. At the same time, the following three forms of 
church singing, distinguished in the first centuries, are still found in worship services today: 

1. Hypophonic singing. The choir sings along to a more experienced singer, repeating after 
him either the entire melodic stanza, or its ending, or some utterance, for example, the refrain 
“His mercy is forever, Alleluia!” Other examples from modern liturgical practice are the 
refrains “For God is with us” at Great Compline on Christmas and Epiphany, or the Easter 
troparion “Christ is risen”. 

2. Antiphonal (alternate) singing. The lines of the chant are sung alternately by two choirs or 
by a soloist (canonarch) and a choir. Pliny the Younger (106) in a letter to Emperor Trajan 
wrote: “on some days Christians gather before sunrise and take turns singing hymns of praise 
to God.” This form was firmly established in worship thanks to St. Ignatius the Theologian, 
bishop of Antioch, who had a vision of angels praising the Holy Trinity in antiphonal song. 

3. Symphonic (consonant) singing. All participants sing the hymn in one common melody, 
“with one mouth and one heart”. Today’s examples of symphonic singing (depending on the 
local tradition)  include the chants “Strengthen us, O Lord…” sung at the great vespers, 
“Having beheld the Resurrection of Christ” on Sunday morning, as well as “The Creed” and 
“Our Father” at the Liturgy. 

The genres distinguished in liturgical practice included psalms, songs of praise and thanksgiving, 
and hymns. St. Gregory of Nyssa in his Treatise on the Inscriptions of the Psalms explains these 
concepts as follows: “A psalm is a melody requiring a musical instrument; a song is a melody of 
human voice with articulate words. A hymn is a praise given to God for the blessings bestowed 
upon us.” 
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Among the first Christian theologians working on the concept and structure of church singing in 
the East were St. Clement of Alexandria, St. Athanasius the Great, St. Ephraim the Syrian, St. 
Basil the Great, St. Gregory of Nyssa, St. John Chrysostom, and others. 

Although there were no outright prohibitions against the use of musical instruments in worship, 
they are virtually obsolete in the New Testament Church. The holy fathers considered man 
himself an instrument of the Holy Spirit and emphasized that proper singing is a consequence of 
a righteous life. “Let us become the flute, let us become the cithara of the Holy Spirit… Let us 
prepare ourselves for Him, as we tune musical instruments,” says St. John Chrysostom.  

Thus, Christianity took a great step in the shaping and structuring of worship and church singing 
as early as the first centuries. Yet persecution hindered the development of its full potential. 

The Period from St. Constantine the Great to St. John of Damascus 

The Edict of Milan (313) by Emperor Constantine the Great made Christianity the state religion 
replacing the catacombs by majestic churches. Along with the outward improvements of the 
Church, there was also an internal refinement. The worship service was becoming more and more 
solemn. This affected church singing, which was taking on more and more complex forms, 
requiring serious preparation from the choristers. 

The second period of the formation of liturgical singing was characterized by the appearance of 
new types of chants (e.g., troparia and stichera) and the institution of trained professional singers. 
Canon (15) of the Synod of Laodicea (367) states: “No others shall sing in the Church, save only 
the canonical singers, who go up into the ambo and sing from a book.” At the same time, 
according to Hieroconfessor Nicodemus (Milash), the laity were allowed to freely echo the 
canonical singers after they began a church canticle. 
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Thus, the level of liturgical singing significantly increased. Starting from that time, as V. 
Martynov writes, singers began to be installed in their ministry through a small blessing and a 
special prayer. Singers were dressed in white surplices and occupied two kliroses. The choristers 
constituted a distinctive entity with its own hierarchy. Along with the leading singers of the right 
and left choirs, there were also choristers singing unique stichera, educated mentors teaching the 
singers musical literacy and church composers writing new chants. 

It was a great honor to be engaged in liturgical singing. Many Byzantine rulers, imitating King 
David, showed their skills in hymnography and songwriting. Emperor Justinian composed the 
hymn “Only Begotten Son”, emperors Leo the Wise and Constantine Porphyrogenitus wrote 
several gospel stichera and exapostilaria (songs). Many archpastors of the Church worked in this 
field, for example, Patriarchs Sophronius of Jerusalem, Herman of Constantinople, and 
Methodius I of Constantinople. Saints Basil the Great and John Chrysostom became the authors 
of the Liturgy. 
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The creation of a large number of new chants and the emergence of new melodic forms during 
this period led to the need to organize them into a single coherent system. In the fourth century 
the first system of church modes appeared. According to V. Martynov, St. Ambrose of Milan 
borrowed this method from the East, introducing four voices with Greek names: Protus, Deuterus, 
Trims, and Tetanus. In the sixth century, St. Romanos the Melodist composed kontakia and ikoi 
of eight tones. 

In the eighth century, St. John of Damascus formulated the principle of the eight ecclesiastical 
modes, turning it into a perfect system. This collection of chants set to eight changeable tones 
was compiled into a book called the Octoechos, which is still used for divine services today. By 
the beginning of the tenth century, this system became common in the Eastern Church. 
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In the history of ecclesiastical song writing, the eight church modes became the living source of 
all ancient Greek, South Slavic (Bulgarian, Serbian), and Russian Orthodox chants. The Eastern 
Greek ecclesiastical modes used by the Orthodox Church today do not convey the exact musical 
forms and subtleties of the ancient Byzantine prototype. However, they contain solid musical 
foundations, the melodic and rhythmic properties of the Byzantine predecessor. Most 
importantly, they convey the same spirit, characterized by a lively, luminous religious feeling, 
filled with spiritual joy and hope. 


